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Directions
A1 (from Amersfoort to Amsterdam)
On the A1, take exit A10 to ‘Den Haag – Ring Oost’. On the A10, take exit ‘S111 
Amstel Business Park’. Turn left at the traffic lights, at the end of the exit ramp. 
Turn left again at the second set of traffic lights. You are now on ‘Spaklerweg’. 
This road will turn into ‘Holterbergweg’. Turn left at the fourth set of traffic lights 
and proceed on this road to ‘ArenAdek’ (see picture). At the roundabout, turn 
left towards ‘Dome’ and follow the road downward. At the bottom of the road, 
immediately follow the road to the right and enter, via a U-turn, into our car 
park. In here, follow the signs ‘Offices’ (marked in blue in the car park).

A2 (from Amsterdam to Utrecht / from Utrecht to 
Amsterdam)
On the A2 ‘Amsterdam-Utrecht / Utrecht-Amsterdam’, take exit 1.
Turn left at the traffic lights at the top of the exit ramp (‘Burgemeester 
Stramanweg’). Turn right towards ‘Duivendrecht’ (S111) and turn left at the traf-
fic lights at the end of the exit ramp (‘Holterbergweg’). Turn right at the first 
set of traffic lights and proceed on the road towards ‘ArenAdek’ (see picture). 
At the roundabout, turn left towards ‘Dome’ and follow the road downward. At 
the bottom of the road, immediately follow the road to the right and enter, via 
a U-turn, into our car park. In here, follow the signs ‘Offices’ (marked in blue in 
the car park).

A4 (from The Hague to Amsterdam)
On the A4 ‘Den Haag-Amsterdam’, take the exit for the A9 towards ‘Utrecht/
Amstelveen’. At the end of the A9, take the exit for the A2 towards ‘Amsterdam’. 
On the A2, take exit 1. Turn left at the traffic lights at the top of the exit ramp 
(‘Burgemeester Stramanweg’). Turn right towards ‘Duivendrecht’ (S111) and at 
the end of the exit ramp, turn left (‘Holterbergweg’). Turn right at the first set 
of traffic lights and proceed on the road towards ‘ArenAdek’ (see picture). At 
the roundabout, turn left towards ‘Dome’ and follow the road downward. At 
the bottom of the road, immediately follow the road to the right and enter, via 
a U-turn, into our car park. In here, follow the signs ‘Offices’ (marked in blue in 
the car park).

A9 (from Alkmaar to Amsterdam)
On the A9 ‘Alkmaar-Amsterdam’, take the exit for the A2 towards ‘Amsterdam’. 
On the A2, take exit 1. Turn left at the traffic lights at the top
of the exit ramp (‘Burgemeester Stramanweg’). Turn right towards 
‘Duivendrecht’ (S111) and at the end of the exit ramp turn left (‘Holterbergweg’). 
Turn right at the first set of traffic lights and proceed on the road towards 
‘ArenAdek’ (see picture). At the roundabout, turn left towards ‘Dome’ and follow 
the road downward. At the bottom of the road, immediately follow the road 
to the right and enter, via a U-turn, into our car park. In here, follow the signs 
‘Offices’ (marked in blue in the car park).

A10 (ring road Amsterdam - inner ring road)
On the A10 (inner ring road) take exit ‘S111 Amstel Business Park’. Turn left at 
the traffic lights at the end of the exit ramp. Turn left again at the second 
set of traffic lights. You are now on ‘Spaklerweg’. This road will turn into 
‘Holterbergweg’. Turn left at the fourth set of traffic lights and proceed on this 
road to ‘ArenAdek’ (see picture). At the roundabout, turn left towards ‘Dome’ 
and follow the road downward. At the bottom of the road, 
immediately follow the road to the right and enter, via a U-turn, into our car 
park. In here, follow the signs ‘Offices’ (marked in blue in the car park).

A10 (ring road Amsterdam - outer ring road)
On the A10 (outer ring road) take exit ‘S111 Amstel Business Park.’ Turn left at the 
traffic lights at the end of the exit ramp. Turn left again at the third set of traf-
fic lights. You are now on ‘Spaklerweg’. This road will turn into ‘Holterbergweg’. 
Turn left at the fourth set of traffic lights and proceed on this road to ‘ArenAdek’ 
(see picture). At the roundabout, turn left towards ‘Dome’ and follow the road 
downward. At the bottom of the road,  
immediately follow the road to the right and enter, via a U-turn, into our car 
park. In here, follow the signs ‘Offices’ (marked in blue in the car park).

Public transport
The nearest train station ‘Bijlmer ArenA’ is accessible by train, bus and
metro. The New Loft Office lies about a five minute walk from this train 
station. At the ‘Bijlmer ArenA’ train station, take the exit to ‘ArenA-boulevard’. At 
the end of ‘ArenAboulevard’, turn right onto ‘De Passage’. Our office is to your 
left, directly opposite ‘Amsterdam ArenA’.


